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Season 5, Episode 7
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Initial Coin Offering



As the Pied Piper guys prepare to close on their Series B funding, Richard receives some unsettling news. Gilfoyle suggests a risky proposition and Monica gets blunt with Richard. Dinesh goes to great lengths to compete with a coworker, while Jared keeps close watch on Richard's new assistant. In search of a better deal, Gavin tries to charm small-town America.
Quest roles:
Rachel Rosenbloom(Becky), Ben Feldman(Ron LaFlamme), Chris Diamantopoulos(Russ Hanneman), Krishna Smitha(Priyanka Singh), Chris Williams(Hoover), Scott Prendergast(Scott), Rogelio T. Ramos(Executive), Keye Chen(Dang), Chris Aquilino(Danny), Tzi Ma(Yao), Aaron Sanders(Holden), Tony Winters(Mayor Wilkins), Eric Bradley(Goldbriar Choir Singer), Kausar Mohammed(Nadia), Tarina Pouncy(Stephanie), Mark Edward Smith(Jose)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
6 May 2018, 22:00
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